"BOUNDARIES"

This article is focused on undergraduate officers, the house managers, House Corporation officers, and Chapter Advisors.

Myth: – If I set boundaries, I'm being selfish. How can I set limits on those who call me friend, brother?

There is a distinction between, selfishness, friendship and stewardship. There is a big difference between our wants and our needs...

Our chapters are supposed to be housing for students; places of growth, camaraderie, and brotherly love.

The out-of-control parties, un-gentleman-like conduct, unpaid house bills, and damaged property contrast 180 degrees from the prior paragraph.

Our responsibility to set and enforce boundaries, limits, and values falls first on undergraduate officers and house managers, but ultimately with House Corporation officers and Advisors. We have closed too many chapters because of passivity.

The sad thing is that many people who are passive are not inherently evil or bad people. However, evil is an active force, and indolence can become an ally of evil by not pushing against it.

Dels, most times in life you will be required to choose to live by agreements with established boundaries. Delt values are established boundaries...

Thank you for actively setting and enforcing our boundaries.

Fraternally,

Denny Brawford
President W. Pacific Housing Commission

P.S. The rushee’s you are hoping to pledge want to live in a place with values and safe boundaries.